Abstract. We have discovered three non-power infinite series representations for Bessel functions of the first kind of integer orders and real arguments. These series contain only elementary functions and are remarkably simple. Each series was derived as a Fourier series of a certain function that contains Bessel function. The series contain parameter b by setting which to specific values one can change specific form of series. Truncated series retain qualitatively behaviour of Bessel functions at large x: they have sine-like shape with decreasing amplitude. Derived series allow to obtain new series expansions for trigonometric functions.
Introduction
Bessel functions are widely used within mathematical physics, which explains everlasting interest to these functions both in physics and mathematics. Key properties of Bessel functions were articulated about a hundred years ago. Those results are mainly short, good looking and represent classic results of special function theory. They are collected in numerous treatises (e.g., see [1] ).
Often works on Bessel functions stem from the needs of physics and are focused on the properties of Bessel functions required to deal with a particular physical problem. That was the reason to study Bessel functions of large order and argument [2] [3] [4] which arise in astrophysics [5, 6] .
Most works on Bessel functions -discussing algorithms for Bessel functions calculation [3, [7] [8] [9] [10] , identities containing Bessel functions [11] [12] [13] [14] and others -yield cumbersome results. The result of present work, obtained for Bessel functions, is concise and simple.
In case of a singularity at t = ±1 on the left side of Eq. (5) corresponding series on the right side will also give singularity. In case of the removable singularity at t = ±1 we have to remove singularity by redefining the function at these points and the equation will remain true. Series in Eq. (5) gives zero at points t = ±1 if α = A and −1 < ν ≤ 0. All Fourier series (5) are valid while F (A,B,C) ν (b, t) are differentiable with respect to t at t ∈ (−1, 1). Coming back to variable x = √ 1 − t 2 Eq. (5) is transformed into
Exchanging b and x we get the following series expansions at x > 0
which in every particular case of α has the form
which we will call (A)-case,
which we will call (B)-case, and
which we will call (C)-case, where
Eqs. (8), (9), (10) are valid at x > 0 and ν > −1.
Infinite series representations for Bessel functions of integer order
Derived series representations merit detailed consideration at integer ν as in this case they get series representations through the elementary functions. Series representations for Bessel function of integer order are following:
(A)-case
where
We imply that f
n (x, kπ) (α = A, B, C) if singularity at x = 0 is present.
However, we need to perform some transformations in (B)-case and at n = 2m in order to get elementary functions on the right hand of Eq. (9). Application of recurrence relations for the Bessel functions [1] 4m
to equation (9) results in representation
We can extend derived expansions to the region x < 0 according to the parity of the Bessel functions of integer order: J n (−x) = (−1) n J n (x). With notation ϕ k = x 2 + (kπ) 2 (18) the series expansions for the Bessel functions of order 0, 1, 2 are presented below for every particular case.
1 Here we will not receive series representation for J 0 (x) through elementary functions (see Eqs. (9) and (4b)). Therefore we consider only case of n ≥ 1. at b = 0. 3 We should note that there are numerous ways to derive Bessel functions of even order through Bessel functions of odd order. For instance, recurrent relations [1] give another two equations:
where b ∈ (0, 1).
(B)-case:
where b ∈ [0, 1] for J 0 (bx), and b ∈ (0, 1] for J n (bx), n ≥ 1. One can derive following properties of the k-th term in series (12), (13), (14) at k → ∞:
g Equations (31), (32), (33) can be differentiated any times that will give plenty of other series representations for sine and cosine functions.
Conclusion
To sum up we outline key properties of the series representations (12), (13) , (14) , and (25) for Bessel functions of the first kind of integer order:
• series (12) at n ≥ 1, (13), (14) are uniformly convergent with respect to parameter b ∈ (0, 1) at all x; • series (12), (13) , (14) at all permitted values of b, and series (25) are uniformly convergent with respect to variable x ∈ [0, A], where A is arbitrary large real value; • series (12) at n ≥ 1, (13), (14) at all permitted values of b, and series (25) are absolutely convergent; series (12) at n = 0 (that is (19a)) is conditionally convergent. As series (13) , (14) at b = 1 and (25) become alternating and k-th terms approach zero monotonically at sufficient large k and x ∈ [0, A] (see Eqs. (22), (23), (24)), the bonds for the error terms of infinite sums approximations by truncated series to K-term are absolute value of (K +1)-th term. As one can see, (K +1)-th terms are monotonically decreasing functions of x in all three cases. Besides, truncated series (12), (13) , (14), (25) have oscillating behaviour (sine-like shape) with decreasing amplitude at large x that is they behave exactly like Bessel functions. However, truncated series fail to provide correct asymptotic behaviour of Bessel function at x → ∞ [1]:
